warm holiday wishes

Angie Coleman, Reid, Bernita, Ethan, Grant, Ryan and Brad Myers ~ 2016
We are thrilled that Reid and Angela Coleman will be married in the fall of 2017! They are living in Philadelphia, where Reid is a job coach for adults with intellectual and physical disabilities. Angie is the Education Director at Theatre Horizon.

We took 2 cruise vacations this summer! Brad and Bernita went on an Alaskan Cruise, which was beautiful (and chilly)! Here we are in Glacier Bay, and we saw a giant piece of this glacier “calve” off.

Ryan continues to work as a programmer in Pittsburgh. Ethan and Grant had taken some time off from school and are now back taking classes.

Later in the summer, the whole family went on a Caribbean cruise (see front) which was relaxing and fun. Ryan, Brad and Grant climbed up the Dunn’s River Falls in Ocho Rios, Jamaica.

Reid and Angie are engaged! We took 2 cruise vacations this summer! Brad and Bernita went on an Alaskan Cruise, which was beautiful (and chilly)! Here we are in Glacier Bay, and we saw a giant piece of this glacier “calve” off.

Happy Holidays!
Love,
From the Myers